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Wrong network or low bandwidth? SHAREit is the portable solution for ultra-fast file transfers. If you still rely on Bluetooth to transfer your files, there's a 200-fold faster option: SHAREit.SHAREit is a cloud-based resource sharing solution. If you've ever struggled to figure out how to get a file from one device to another device or from a
computer to a phone, you know how difficult this whole process can be. SHAREit has more than 1.5 billion downloads worldwide. Smartphone manufacturers have developed their own workaround, in most cases, to help you move files. But too many of these file transfer programs are brand restrictive or impossible to use. Third-party file
applications like SHAREit make it easier to share content. You can transfer your videos, images and documents between devices by making a local hotspot. THE SHAREit software explains how to connect devices from the program. This service won't add to data costs and a bad Internet connection won't stop sharing your files. Imagine it:
sharing files without fuss with cables, searching for a USB stick or adding network charges. Using Android 6.0 and above? You must authorize the location permission to find your friend's access point. SHAREit has become one of the first peer-to-peer sharing application partners to join forces with Google Play to verify the authenticity of
the app. Integrating Google Play's security metadata program will help you make sure the app you think you're getting from a friend is the authentic app - even when it's offline. Bonus: SHAREit apps will appear in the Play library. The next time the device is online, it will also be possible to manage the app's updates. This is a powerful dose
of security for frequent and infrequent file-sharing. Using THE FILE-sharing software SHAREitHaring files between a PC and a mobile phone is easy, as long as you install the app on both devices, and make sure the devices are both connected to a common WiFi hotspot. Follow the in-app prompts. Once you've done this, you can connect
your PC and share files using a QR code in the app. Or, you can tap the Show Hotspot of Mobile link to connect your computer to your phone. Connected? Transfer your images, videos, documents and screenshots of any size - in seconds. Swipe and drop files from your laptop to your phone. You have a choice about the type of file you
want to transfer, but a simple tap start the process. Do you have a file on your phone that you need to access from your computer? Make the connection. Search pc, approve the link between your devices, and transfer away. You don't need to be well versed in the geeky side of things to understand how to use this sharing solution. Have
you forgotten if you transferred this document from your smartphone to your laptop? Did you receive the images you wanted? When was that? SHAREit removes speculation. Check out the History section for a look at your past downloads, regardless of whether they were sent or received. The list of items Include the sender's name, file
size, and date and time when the file was sent. Where can you run this program? SHAREit is available for free for Android, iOS, Windows and Mac for painless support for multiplatform files. For Windows users, it is available from Windows 7 up. Is there a better alternative? SHAREit is a unique content delivery platform. SHAREit file
transfer technology simplifies the once exhausting file transfer process. Or at least he did. Opening the mobile app reveals a load of bloatware: animated ads, rotating videos and auto-play video advertising dominate the home screen. Typing an ad instead of a menu item is inevitable. Take action in the app and a self-playing video ad
appears after completion. There are smaller file-sharing options. If you don't need the extra features that SHAREit provides, such as the space analyzer, scrap cleaner, or a roll call from the SHAREit family of products, you may want to look elsewhere. The mobile app offers many unnecessary extras. Avoid ads completely with ShareMe
(formerly known as MiDrop) or the premium version of Feem. With Feem, you can connect multiple devices - but only if you pay for it. Still, Feem does boast of 50x file transfers faster than using Bluetooth alone. Local transfers are equipped with TLS (Transport Layer Security) and you can transfer private files to your LAN (and bypass the
cloud). The reusable file transfer option puts Feem and ShareMe in a good position. The goal of SHAREit is to allow anyone, anywhere, regardless of the location or quality of the Internet, access to digital content. This platform fulfills the function quickly, as promised, even with the ads. Should I download it? Yes, although the abundance
of ads and the large assortment of independent hardware in the SHAREit app can be a turn-off. SHAREit doesn't know what he wants to be. A social network? File-sharing app? Phone cleaner? Use the free program to retrieve your files, but remember that there are alternatives if the ads turn out too much. Use this guide to read reviews
and feedback from customers of Australia's leading iPhone application development companies. Overview of past work companies and connect with the best iPhone and iOS app development company in Australia. Recent Articles The NCI mobile app - NIH Fellows and Young Investigators (NCI - NIH FYI) offers a centralized source of
resources to fellows and interns working on the NIH main campus in Bethesda, MD, off-campus in the vicinity of Rockville, MD and Frederick, MD. Download the NCI - NIH FYI app on your iPhone, Android or iPad device today! Contrary to popular belief, when it comes to software, open source does not always mean free. Not always... but
in this case, it is. BlackBerry Bible Related Articles: Everything You Need to Know About Your Smartphone RIM Six Free BlackBerry Downloads You Don't Want to Miss Six (More) Free BlackBerry Apps You Need to See RIM Execs's Favorite BlackBerry Apps: Eight Eight Over the past few months, we've made a goal of digging up the
best free smartphone apps available. One way to go back, we profiled half a dozen free BlackBerry downloads. Then we touted seven great Windows Mobile apps that you can pick up without losing a penny. But we knew it wouldn't be enough for you, so we kept searching and found six other free BlackBerry apps can't miss- we even
asked a few Research In Motion (RIM) executives for their third-party software faves. This time, we took the open source route and found five great and free BlackBerry apps that we know you'll love. You'll find a secure password keeper; an RSS reader based on bloglines; Software that brings push mail and live syncing (OTA) to a variety
of corporate and consumer web mail and PIM services; A cool GPS location recording utility; and a set of tools to give you more control over your BlackBerry's backlight and messaging options. KeePass for BlackBerry — The Open Source Password KeeperPasswords for enterprise systems, passwords for web email accounts, passwords
for sites, online forums and user group. The list is just getting out of hand. Today's tech-savvy businessman has more passwords than important things to do and meetings to attend. And as any security-conscious user knows, it's convenient not to reuse the same password for different accounts. From a security point of view, the more
passwords, the better. KeePass Password KeeperTht is where KeePass for BlackBerry comes in. The app is a mobile brother of the popular KeePass Password Safe for desktops, and it's an open source alternative to the default RIM Password Keeper that comes pre-installed on new BlackBerry devices. The BlackBerry-specific version
was written from scratch to take advantage of the unique interface functionality of RIM users, and it's locked with a master password so you only need to remember a single login to access all your passwords. Application databases are encrypted using the AES and Twofish algorithms for added security. And because it's open source, you
can take a look at the full source code to, for example, check if encryption algorithms are being implemented correctly. KeePass for BlackBerry is available for LIVE download and its source code can be found here. (Note: BlackBerry laptop OS 4.2.1 or more is required for access to full KeePass for BlackBerry functionality.) BloglinesWe
have included mobile RSS reader apps in our previous free BlackBerry downloads articles, but never an open source RSS app like Berry Bloglines. The app can be downloaded live or via PC from TheBogles.com- the same people who created our favorite local search at BlackBerry, Beyond411. Berry BloglinesThe program imports
existing RSS Bloglines reader account feeds from users, and unlike some common RSS applications, it not only offers short summaries of content in streams, but allows users to read full articles without clicking on separate pages. It also integrates with Google Google's mobile content reform external pages reached via Berry Bloglines are
optimized for mobile device screens. And once you've checked a story via BlackBerry, it's marked as read in your desktop bloglines interface. The full source code Berry Bloglines is available here. (Note: Despite its name specific to THE RIM, Berry Bloglines works on any web-enabled smartphone.) Funambol for BlackBerry — Push Mail
Without BES, Exchange and OTA PIM Sync If your RIM smartphone is connected to a BlackBerry enterprise server (BES), you've most likely already received push emails— at least from your Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Domino and Novell GroupWise email account - and can sync PIM data like calendar and coordinates via USB. But
users who want to push e-mail for web mail and OTA PIM syncing have been largely out of luck... at least until Funambol released its latest free and open-source software. The software consists of two parts: an e-mail push component and a PIM sync component. The push mail feature works with popular web messaging services like
Gmail, Hotmail and Yahoo! And it also supports any POP or IMAP server, depending on the company. BlackBerry users wirelessly sync PIM data with a Funambol server, which in turn can sync with a variety of additional messaging and PIM systems. The software is currently available for the full range of devices in the BlackBerry 8xxx
series, as well as the as yet unpublished Bold 9000. It can be downloaded for free from the company's website, and the full source code of the software is available here. BBTracker — Save where you've been via BlackBerryThe bbTracker app is an extremely simple and easy-to-use open source software that could prove particularly
valuable to road warriors, athletes and outdoor enthusiasts. GPS functionality is a must, however, so users need a device with internal GPS or an external puck. bbTrackerThe free BlackBerry download tracks users' contact information and/or altitude; Records recently traveled paths, which can be displayed by linear graph; track and track
altitude and speed over a period of time; then exports all of this to a mapping service like Google Earth so you can follow a path you've traveled while wearing your BlackBerry. The software is not a full-fledged GPS application, however, and as such, it does not provide on-screen maps or directions. bbTracker can be downloaded OTA,
and its source code is available here. BlackBerryToolsBlackBerryTools is not a single free app, it's rather a of five open source downloads that give users more control over BlackBerry features like backlighting, message response options and spelled verification. The utility also offers various weather and device status information, such as
battery life and messages received. BlackBerry Tools BBToday ScreenBBLight lets you change your device's backlight setting so your screen can stay on for as long as you want. BBToday displays date, current time, messages, appointments and tasks. Weather information and forecasts are available via BBReply helps change your
message response addresses, and BBCorrector helps verify the spelled message. The five BlackBerry tools are available for individual OTA download, and their full source code is available here. Right © 2008 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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